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We consider whether trainable quantum unitaries can be used to discover quantum speed-ups for
classical problems. Using methods recently developed for training quantum neural nets, we consider
Simon’s problem, for which there is a known quantum algorithm which performs exponentially
faster in the number of bits, relative to the best known classical algorithm. We give the problem
to a randomly chosen but trainable unitary circuit, and find that the training recovers Simon’s
algorithm as hoped.
INTRODUCTION
The power of quantum computation by [1] Simon pro-
vides an exponentially faster quantum algorithm com-
pared to a classical randomised search. Simon illustrated
a very simple and scalable quantum circuit to solve a
mathematical game now known as Simon’s problem. The
aim is to learn a property of a black-box function, a se-
cret bit string s, which determines the function within
the families of functions under consideration. Simon’s
quantum algorithm is an important precursor to Shor’s
Algorithm [2], which also provides an exponential speed
up over the best known classical algorithms. With a
quantum computer, one could employ Shor’s algorithm to
quickly break the widely used RSA cryptographic proto-
col [3]. Simon’s and Shor’s algorithms are both examples
of the Hidden Subgroup Problem over Abelian groups [4].
Quantum machine learning, see e.g. [5–20], contains a
research direction known as quantum learning [21–27]
which concerns learning and optimising with truly quan-
tum objects. In [27] some of the present authors defined
a quantum generalisation of feedforward neural networks
which could numerically be trained to perform various
quantum generalisations of classical tasks. This moti-
vated us to consider whether these networks can also find
quantum speed-ups for classical tasks. This could help
deal with the shortage of useful quantum algorithms. To
test this, Simon’s algorithm is a natural candidate, hav-
ing an exponential speed-up over the best known classical
algorithm at the same time as being a more minimal, and
thus more tractable, algorithm than Shor’s.
We here accordingly aim to determine whether a quan-
tum neural net can discover Simon’s algorithm. We de-
sign an explicit training procedure, and demonstrate that
it works. This gives significant hope that it is possible to
∗ Correspondence: Oscar Dahlsten
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discover new algorithms using this method of quantum
learning.
1. TECHNICAL INTRO
The notation: |a〉⊗N ≡
N of these |a〉︷ ︸︸ ︷
|a〉 ⊗ |a〉 ⊗ ...⊗ |a〉, will be
used throughout. Note that the words “gates” and “uni-
taries” will be used synonymously throughout. Also,
the words “blackbox function” and “oracle” are inter-
changable.
A. Simon’s algorithm
Simon’s problem and solution can be summarised as
follows [1, 28]. There is a blackbox function, or oracle,
that holds a secret string, s, within it. One can ask
the oracle questions by querying it. The goal is to infer
the secret string s with the least number of queries. This
blackbox function could be represented classically as f(x)
- a function that takes an n bitstring, x = x1x2x3...xn, as
an input, where xi is either zero or one. The n bitstring,
x, lives in the set, {0, 1}n, which is the collection of all
possible n bitstrings. f(x) is by design guaranteed to
either be a particular type of many-to-one functions or
a one-to-one function. We restrict, for simplicity, f(x)
further by excluding the one-to-one case.
In the quantum version, the blackbox function gener-
alises to a unitary transformation of states: Uˆf ∈ H⊗2n2 .
In Simon’s solution, the quantum state: |x〉 = |x1〉 ⊗
|x2〉 ⊗ ... ⊗ |xn〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗n encodes the same bit string
x = x1x2x3...xn. The classical to quantum generalisation
of the oracle can be pictured through Fig. 1. The quan-
tum version of the oracle acts on a quantum bitstring of
length 2n instead of n. This is a well known technique
in quantum generalisations. Since closed quantum evolu-
tion is inherently unitary (reversible), we need the oracle
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2FIG. 1. This shows the generalisation of a classical function
oracle to a quantum unitary operator oracle, which are maps
that perform: f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n and Uˆf : H2n2 → H2n2 re-
spectively. Note that the qubit lives in the space: H2. The red
box in the lower quantum circuit diagram shows the effective
input to output of the quantum string as the generalisation
of the oracle to a quantum one is reversible.
to map the initial state, |x〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗n, to the final state
|x〉 ⊗ |f(x)〉 in order to make the map reversible. The
extra padding of qubits (|0〉⊗n after the effective output)
allows the back-tracking of the input given the output,
hence the map Uˆf is reversible. In summary, Simon’s
problem is as follows.
1. s is an n bit string.
2. Blackbox function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n
3. ∃ secret string s ∈ {0, 1}n 6=
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
00...000 such that for
all inputs x ∈ {0, 1}n , f(x) = f(x⊕ s)
4. For all inputs x, y ∈ {0, 1}n, if x 6= y ⊕ s⇒ f(x) 6=
f(y),
where ⊕ is the bitwise modulo 2 addition of two n bit-
strings. The game is to find the secret string s. Note
that the modulo 2 bitwise addition of s to any input x
will not change the outcome of the function.
In Simon’s quantum scheme, one has to have access to
a 2n bitstring long quantum state, |0〉⊗2n in the compu-
tational basis. One applies the gate UˆSimon = Hˆ
⊗n
a ⊗1⊗n2
to the initial state |0〉⊗2n before and after the application
of the fixed secret string oracle unitary, Uˆf as shown in
Fig. 2. The matrix Hˆa is the 2 by 2 Hadamard matrix
and 12 is the 2 by 2 identity matrix. In the basis of the
Pauli-z eigenstates {|0〉 , |1〉}, Hˆa = 1√2
[
1 1
1 −1
]
. Hence
the final state from the quantum circuit is:
|final〉 = UˆSimon · Uˆf · UˆSimon |0〉⊗2n . (1)
This can be represented using the quantum circuit dia-
gram in Fig. 2 for n = 2.
FIG. 2. Simon’s quantum circuit for n = 2. The 2 top
qubits are associated with the input to the function and the
two lower to the output. Hadamard unitaries create a super-
position of inputs. Uf enacts the function reversibly, storing
the input in the upper two qubits. Hadamards again after
Uf create further input superposition branching, allowing for
interference between terms which originally had different in-
puts and the same outputs. The number on the right-hand
side labels the output port number.
We shall represent the secret string as:
s = s1s2...sn−1sn , (2)
where si ∈ {0, 1} is the ith bit in the n bit string s.
In Simon’s Algorithm, one measures the first regis-
ter (output port 1 to 2 in Fig. 2). This will produce an n
bit string, y, such that the dot product between y and s
in mod 2 is zero, i.e. y · s = 0 (mod 2). The algorithm
requires repeated inquiries to the oracle, hence obtaining
many different n bit strings, y(i), with i indexing the
results obtained from each inquiry. The y obtained
will be {y(1), y(2), y(3), ..., y(J)}, for J inquiries. Then a
classical processing task of Gaussian Elimination in the
Galois field GF (2) is carried out to find s, represented
as follows:

0 0 ... 0
y
(1)
1 y
(1)
2 ... y
(1)
n
· ·
· ·
· ·
y
(n−1)
1 y
(n−1)
2 ... y
(n−1)
n


s1
s2
·
·
·
sn
 =

0
0
0
0
0
0
 (mod 2) .
(3)
Solving the linear equations in GF (2) is equivalent to
only permitting the s vector’s elements to be in {0, 1},
solving the equations in modulo 2.
3Since we require that s is not the zero string, only
n − 1 linearly independent equations are needed. The
measurement process is probabilistic, meaning some-
times one might not get a set of linearly independent
equations to perform Gaussian elimination on, hence
one has to inquire the oracle more than n − 1 times to
get a unique solution for s, which means J > n − 1 on
average. The Gaussian elimination would have at worst
O(n2.3755) complexity in time overhead, because the
fastest classical algorithm to solve linear equations by
Coppersmith and Winograd [29], scales in that manner.
B. General Unitary Matrix Parameterisation
We shall train over families of unitaries using tech-
niques from [27]. We shall use a general form of a uni-
tary matrix in terms of Pauli matrices. A general 1 qubit
unitary circuit could be written in the forms:
Uˆ (1 qubit) = exp
(
i
3∑
j=0
αj σˆj
)
, or
Uˆ (1 qubit) = eiα0
(
cos Ω 1 + i
sin Ω
Ω
3∑
j=1
αj σˆj
)
,
(4)
where {σˆ0, σˆ1, σˆ2, σˆ3} are the 2 x 2 identity, Pauli-x, y
and z matrices respectively and αi ∈ [0, 2pi) and Ω =√
α21 + α
2
2 + α
2
3.
A useful special case with one parameter we will use
is U = cos(θ)σˆ3 + sin(θ)σˆ1. A general two qubit unitary
could be written in a similar form:
Uˆ (2 qubits) = exp
(
i
3∑
j=0
3∑
k=0
αj,k(σˆj ⊗ σˆk)
)
. (5)
2. METHODS
A. Overall approach
The overall approach is described in Fig. 3. The black-
box unitary is given, and the quantum circuit together
with the classical post processing needs to learn which
states to inject and what type of post-processing to do.
There are single-qubit unitaries (or 2 qubit unitaries)
with free parameters which get tuned in a systematic
manner during the training procedure. There is also a
classical post-processing part, which could in principle
be a quantum circuit but the number of qubits required
would be impractical for simulation/experiments, so it is
kept classical.
FIG. 3. Gradient descent is performed on free parameters
θ1, θ2 and θ3, with respect to a single cost function, over all
training examples. The quantum part is looped over J > n−1
times in line with the technical introduction.
B. Number of possible training examples
Lemma 2.1. The number of 2 to 1 functions of n bit-
strings is 2
n
C2n−1 for a given s.
Proof. There are 2n possible n bitstrings. The statement
of the lemma is equivalent to saying how many different
ways are there to pick 2
n
2 objects from a set of 2
n objects
disregarding ordering.
⇒ 2nC2n−1 different 2 to 1 functions of n bitstrings.
Lemma 2.2. For each n ∈ Z in Simon’s Problem, there
are (2n − 1) · (2nC2n−1) possible mapping tables.
Proof. The oracle can have 2
n
C2n−1 different functions
for a given s (using lemma 2.1) and there are (2n − 1)
different possible s as the problem excludes the zero n
bit-string.
⇒ (2n − 1) · (2nC2n−1) is the number of mapping
tables for a specific n in Simon’s Problem.
C. Cost function
The cost function, which is the mathematical represen-
tation of the aim of the task, is
C =
∑
∀s6=00...000
(psdesired − ps)2, (6)
where psdesired is the probability of the output bit string
we want it to be and ps is the probability of the measured
value. The value of C depends on the free parameters be-
ing tuned. This is a supervised learning scenario as the
correct s is known and used to evaluate the cost func-
tion [30].
4D. Gradient descent
The quantum circuit is systematically tuned until it
reaches a minimum turning point in the cost function.
This could be achieved through gradient descent with
respect to the αj,k parameters from the unitaries in Eq. 4.
Gradient descent is defined as [30]:
α
(l)
j,k → α(l)j,k − η
∂C
∂α
(l)
j,k
, ∀j, k , (7)
where η ∈ R+ is the step size of the gradient descent and
l labels the different unitaries.
E. Gradient Descent Assisted Genetic Algorithm
Search
Whilst gradient descent works well in many examples,
it is a reasonable assumption that optimisation in a high
dimensional parameter space may have many local min-
ima. In order to get out of a local minimum [31], a Ge-
netic Algorithm is used in the optimisation. This could
be done in parallel, which is worthwhile when the com-
putation is done in a supercomputer or using GPUs with
a multitude of cores. The gradient assisted genetic algo-
rithm implemented in my system was as follows heuris-
tically:
1. An agent is a random initial guess for the param-
eters of the unitaries. Start with many agents.
This will involve simultaneously initialising many
different sets of α
(l)
j,k, with each set being a different
agent. The genetic information of each agent is the
α
(l)
j,k parameters.
2. Carry out gradient descent on each agent individ-
ually. In this parallelisable procedure, gradient de-
scent is performed for a small number of steps. We
shall call this number of steps in gradient descent
a generation.
3. After one generation, compare the cost function of
each of the agents and find the α
(l)
j,k of the few agents
with the lowest cost. Then repopulate the entire
population with the selected few agents with the
lowest cost.
4. Apply a small probabilistic random parameter to
the α
(l)
j,k while repopulating the population. This
would be analogous to the mutation process in Bi-
ology.
5. Repeat the procedure until a minimum is found.
Despite the high computational cost, this method will
not guarantee that the final solution will be a global mini-
mum. However, the benefits of this type of search is that
the algorithm is now very parallelisable and the muta-
tions added may aid the agents in getting out of a local
minima. See Fig. 4 for a pictorial description of the al-
gorithm.
FIG. 4. A pictorial representation of how a genetic algorithm
works. Many agents are initialised and they are all allowed
to propagate to find the minimum.
F. Classical post-processing
The classical post-processing takes a set of outputs (the
classical bit string y’s) and maps them to the correspond-
ing guess for the secret bit-string: s. It thus plays an
essential role in the algorithm. In Simon’s algorithm this
is done by Gaussian elimination modulo 2, as discussed
in the technical introduction.
Whilst this part could in principle be enacted with a
quantum circuit, as quantum unitary circuits generalise
classical computing, that is very costly experimentally
and in terms of classical numerical simulation. Our ap-
proach here is thus, as depicted in Fig. 3, to include clas-
sical post-processing, which takes classical input(s) and
then gives the answer: the secret bit string s. As Si-
mon’s algorithm and other similar algorithms require sev-
eral outputs before the classical post-processing, we loop
over the quantum part J times to give J classical outputs
which are then fed to the classical post-processing.
The classical post-processing amounts to a classical
input-output function. This function can be trained as
part of the overall training or to make it simpler it can be
set by hand to what we want it to be. In the case where
only one s was shown to be needed for n = 2 and n = 3,
the table was set by hand. For n = 2 we have also tested
that the classical part can be trained together with the
quantum part rather than set by hand. The training of
this part was done by switching one uniformly randomly
chosen pair of output bit strings at a time, and accepting
the switch only if it decreased the cost function.
3. RESULTS
The main results are summarised as follows.
5A. Recovering Simon’s Circuit
Results. A set of restricted unitaries in the form of
Gˆ(θi) =
[
cos(θi) sin(θi)
sin(θi) − cos(θi)
]
(8)
could be put in place of the Hadamard matrices in Simon’s
original circuit, as shown in Fig. 3, such that gradient
descent could be performed on θ1, θ2 and θ3 with respect
to the cost function of Eq. 6 to recover Simon’s circuit.
Starting with general single-qubit unitaries yields the
same performance as in that restricted single qubit uni-
tary case.
Results. The same training performed on a set of re-
stricted unitaries in the form of Eq. 4 recovers a cir-
cuit with the same performance (same cost function
minimum) as Simon’s circuit, but not necessarily the
Hadamard gates as in Simon’s circuit.
FIG. 5. This is the cost landscape sampled under a constant
post processing permutation matrix. It can be shown that
Simon’s circuit lies in a local minima via the red line which
represented the gradient descent path with a starting point
close to Simon’s quantum circuit solution parameterised with
θ1 and θ2.
Fig. 5 illustrates how Simon’s solution (θ1, θ2) =
(pi/4, pi/4), is a local minimum of the cost function
(for n=2). To check if this is truly optimal we did a
brute force search over other circuits in this family and
confirmed that they never achieve a lower cost value than
Simon’s solution. Fig. 6 shows, for n = 3, parameters
staring at a random initial point, can also find the
minimum of the cost function, which means can recover
Simon’s algorithm. To speed up the classic simulation
on computer or high performance computer, we use the
parallel computing toolbox in MATLAB, which supports
parallel for-loops for running task-parallel algorithms on
multiple processors and make the full use of multicore
processors on the desktop via workers that run locally.
FIG. 6. An example of the cost function value as a function
of time during training. In this case, n = 3 and there are 3
free parameters, like those free parameters in Eq. 8.
B. Do not need all secret bit strings to train it
We find that we can recover Simon’s algorithm through
training with just 1 secret string example for n=2, and 1
secret string for n=3. This is important as there are 2n−1
such secret strings (the null string is not counted, as it
corresponds to a permutation rather than 2-1 function),
as discussed earlier. An initial approach, wherein the
network would be asked to guess s after just one call to
the oracle, required all s’s for the training.
4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We trained a unitary network to find the optimal cir-
cuit for solving the task of finding the hidden bit string
associated with Simon’s oracle. The result is indeed that
the circuit associated with Simon’s algorithm is recov-
ered, such that quantum parallelism is used to probe the
oracle unitary. This demonstrates the potential of these
techniques for finding algorithms.
We chose Simon’s algorithm as a clean example of the
hidden subgroup problem algorithms. It is plausible that
the same approach can be used for other problems in that
class. A key challenge is to find a task that is technolog-
ically useful, such as factoring, but which does not yet
have a known quantum algorithm. The current approach
combines a human and machine to find the algorithm and
making the machine discovery more autonomous may in-
crease the chance of discovering algorithms we have not
yet thought of.
Note added: Whilst we were preparing this
manuscript, a paper with related ideas, for the case of
Grover’s algorithm, appeared on the pre-print server:
arXiv:1805.09337, Variationally learning Grover’s Search
Algorithm, Morales et al.
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